
Our intention with this retreat is to open up
a space and provide you with some tools
to tune into yourself and seek clarity on
your journey.

VISION QUEST

 THE PLANET XANCARA
(Tuesday) 18.05.2021 - (Friday) 21.05.21

Retreat



TUNE INTO YOURSELF.

Explore ancient ways of working
with your mental, physical and
emotional body through the plant
and animal kingdoms.



In this retreat you will learn ancient ways to cleanse your mental,
physical and emotional body through the plant and animal kingdoms.
Kambo is a South American medicine taken to deep-clean the
physical, energetic and spiritual body. A deep purge that flushes out
the system of many toxic and parasitic entities and energies - A
medicine for your warrior spirit.

KAMBO
Explore natural, ancient cleansing
rituals for the mind, body and spirit.



SANANGA 
AND RAPE’  

Sananga (also known as "lightning in the eyes"), is a medicinal eye-
drop used to cleanse and enhance one's sight assisting in identifying
what they are searching for. Rape’ (pronounced “hah-pay”) is a plant-
based shamanic snuff that is administered into the nasal cavities to
detox the nasal passages, clear the 3rd eye of static interference
aligning and also quietening the mind resulting in an enhanced ability
to focus for pro-longed periods of time. 

Explore natural, ancient cleansing
rituals for the mind, body and spirit.



VISION QUEST 

The "vision quest" - although associated with Native American
indigenous tribes - is practiced by many cultures, worldwide, in
various formats. In essence, it's a right of passage. In modern times
this practice can be used to seek clarity on a path.

In this experience one chooses to enter the wild with no food or
water for several hours (sometimes days) with the intent of
answering a question one could not answer under ordinary
circumstances. 

A 12 hour solitary moment in
nature with yourself.



NATURAL FOODS
The healthiest meals to
support our journey.

It's no secret that the food is one of the most important
sources of energy. The type of food you eat, influences
your mind, body and spirit. It is for this reason we place a
lot of focus on the food we serve at our retreat. Our foods
are organic where possible and meals have been
designed to support the journey.



TUESDAY

Arrival, welcoming with snacks and chats
Introduction to land and allocation of sacred 
space for vision quest (pt.1)
Dinner of cleansing and grounding foods
Interactive Talk with qualified practitioners

WEDNESDAY

08h00 - 12h00: 
10h00 - 15h00: 
19h00: 
20h30: 

15h00:
17h00: 
             
19h00: 
20h30: 

Kambo Sessions
Replenishing Brunch 
Feast of Nutrient Dense Foods
Sananga and Rape’ Ceremony and
preparation for vision quest

ITINERARY



THURSDAY

Meet at main camp for light breakfast
Walk to your sacred space for your vision quest
Return to main camp from vision quest
Dinner and sound journey (auric bath) 

FRIDAY

08h00:
09H00:
12h00:

06h00:
07h00: 
19h00: 
20h00: 

Breakfast
Closing Circle
Departure

ITINERARY



Our intention with this retreat is to open
up a space and provide you with some
tools to tune into yourself and seek
clarity on your journey.



Here's to an aligned heart and mind ;)

Includes x3 nights, all meals  medicines and
accommodation. Further T's + C's may apply.

BOOKINGS
contact us via email:

info@planetxancara.com

PRICING
ZAR 8'250.00 per person

(Tuesday) 18.05.2021 [12h00] - (Friday) 21.05.21 [12h00] - 3 Nights
Limited to 12 Beings
50% deposit (ZAR 4'125.00) secures your place
Remaining 50% to be settled 1 week prior to retreat (11.05.21)
No refunds on cancellations within 2 weeks of retreat (04.05.21)
Medicines served by Alchemica Nativo
Retreat manifested with MilQ + Honey


